













                                     DARKSWORD: Ties Of Blood And Bone





        Blood dripped down from the corner of his mouth, landing on his clothes and armour in little droplets, the result of the damage he was starting to take from the overwhelming force he sought to combat. No matter how hard he fought and how many of them he would strike down, they kept on rising up from their doom to continue the battle, while he started to fatigue and falter. There was no way he could keep this up, not by a long shot. Soon, he would suffer more damage and lose more blood, finally fading away into oblivion, not in a glorious battle to uphold the ideals of the Order Of Blood or his own personal honour, but rather caught by surprise, by an army of.....skeletons.
        Determined to take some of them with him when he fell, Kanzim valiantly fought on, swinging his sword in every direction, as he called upon the dark magics to lance out with bursts of geen energy, striking some of the skeleton warriors down quickly. He hacked at one skeleton that was trying to grasp hold of him, lopping off it's head, the body and skull falling to the ground next to each other, the red glow in the eye sockets now extinguished. One by one, he would cut them down, and within seconds, they would reassemble. Knowing there was little else he could do, Kanzim focused his power on his sword.
        It began to glow green with the magic energy, and when it was it's peak, he threw it at the nearest group of skeletons with all the force he had left. The enhanced weapon struck the lead skeleton and turned it partially to dust, as it did to the other two that flanked it. The action was not enough, as more warriors surrounded him, taking the place of their fallen. Kanzim knew he had taken out at least half of this fighting force, but more popped up to continue the conflict. While distracted by all this, a solitary skeleton warrior snuck up from behind and stuck a bony protrusion into his side.
         He howled with pain as he turned to face this foe, striking him down with his bare hands. Kanzim started to fade much quicker, and fell to his knees. 
        "Not. Like this." he said, stammering. "Not. Ever." 
         He outstretched a hand with his remaining energy and let loose a fierce bolt of green magic, wipng out several skeletons in it's path. 
        "Die, bastards!" he said softly, intending to fight to his very last breath. The rest of the skeleton warriors closed in, their eye sockets glowing a bright red, while their mouths looked to have a murderous expression on them. Kanzim braced himself for a lot of blunt force trauma coming his way, trying to summon whatever energy he had left. 
       "This.....is it." he managed to utter, as the end seemed quite near for him in this plain of existence.
        All of a sudden, blasts of strange blue energy started to envelope the skeleton army. Soldier after soldier became entombed in a wall of ice before him. Kanzim watched intently, keeping himself concious any way he could to witness what was going on around him. The whole area sounded like a wintry storm that had been intensified, with all the skeletons encased in ice after a few more moments. The battle was over, and he had managed to survive, but how? Just as he was suffering a loss of conciousness, he saw a familiar form walk out from behind some of the entombed skeletons. Just as he was about to say something to the man, Kanzim fell over and blacked out, unable to keep going any longer.


         The sound of a fire crackling was what he heard as he came to, waking up next to the warm flames that were surrounded by a makeshift fire pit. As he tried to sit up, sharp pain coarsed through him. Kanzim halted that idea and sat where he was, propped up against a large tree. Night had fallen, and everything seemed peaceful, until a familiar voice broke the silence. 
        "Ah you're awake." said Darius Darksword, a master swordsman and elemental warrior in his own right. "How do you feel?" he asked of Kanzim, who was now pondering his friend and ally carefully at this point.
         "I am fine." he replied, looking about himself where his clothes and armour were ripped and torn, seeing the wounds that were now cauterized and whatnot. 
        "You did this?" he asked, pointing at a spot where he had been stabbed back in the battle. 
        Darius nodded. "Yes. I used my powers to stop the bleeding and such. A little fire to seal your three main wounds." 
        Kanzim grinned slightly and nodded a little. "Thank you." he replied graciously. "I was losing that battle, and badly. Those skeleton people came out of nowhere.....ambushed me." He put a hand through his short, black hair and put his head back against the tree.
        "Those skeleton people are actually minions of a being I met some years ago, in the town of Kilvenor." explained Darius. "He called himself the Bone Dragon, and proclaimed himself to be the salvation of souls or something like that. Ranier and I barely stopped his minions that time, but have not seen a trace of him since." 
        Kanzim looked to Darius with interest. "Indeed. Now this Dragon thing is back?" he wondered, trying to figure out what it all meant. 
        Darius shrugged. "Apparently. Not good at all, for all of us."
        Kanzim still looked confused. "How is it you were in this vicinity, anyways?" he queried his friend.
        Darius responded in good time. "My beloved and son are off visiting her family far from my town. I had decided to head to the Varmerrian plains alone to remember an old friend from that place, and to clear my mind." 
        Kanzim nodded, then replied. "Ah. A personal quest. I understand." he said, knowing what Darius had been doing. He himself had lost a dear friend some time ago, and ventured to the mountains years later where his friend had perished, seeking to atone for his failure to save her, and to clear his own mind. It did work, and the time spent there was valuable.
        "Well," started Kanzim. "We will need to stop this entity, no matter the cost, or else he and his minions will eliminate us." 
        Darius nodded in agreement. "We must indeed. There is no telling how far the Bone Dragon will go if we do not." he finished, knowing they had to stop the entity before any innocent lives were lost, or even theirs for that matter. 
       "We'll need some help." mentioned Kanzim. 
        Darius looked away for a moment. "We must meet up with Ranier as soon as possible. We shall leave by daybreak." 
        Kanzim agreed. "Good. I shall be ready to go by then. Until morning." Again he put his head back against the tree and closed his eyes, hoping to drift off to sleep quickly and regenerate a little before morning.


         After an early rise just before sunset, the two men had set off towards the forest that Ranier called home, only to meet up with much sooner than they expected. To their surprise, the master archer had made his way to the southern edge of Myriddin Lake to go fishing and had decided to camp for the night and fish more the next day. Paddling across the lake in a small wooden boat rather than walk around it, Darius and Kanzim landed on the south shore of the lake just as Ranier was packing up and about to head back home with his catches. Darius yelled to his friend as the boat hit the sand.
         Ranier turned and looked to the boat and smiled. 
        "Darius! So good to see you, even if it's a little unexpected." he said, watching as his friend of a long time dragged the boat onto the sand a little more, before walking up to meet him, Kanzim in tow. 
       "And you as well. Even though I never knew you were much of a fisherman." he said, looking a little confused as he contemplated the haul of fish. 
        Ranier laughed. "It's a newer thing I've gotten into. Something to do when Chandra is away." he said, referring to his beloved's time away back with her father. 
       "Indeed." said Darius, as Kanzim walked up beside him. 
       "Long time, archer. A pleasure." he said, performing a slight bow out of respect.
        "Likewise." replied Ranier, noticing his battle scars. "Did you see some action in coming here?" 
        Darius and Kanzim looked at each other, then back at Ranier, who was still staring and waiting for an answer. 
       "This was compliments of a skeleton army." said Kanzim, lifting his battered tunic to show anther wound. Ranier looked slightly pale all of a sudden. 
       "Oh no. Don't tell me they have returned." he said, not wanting to believe that something that had scared him half to death in their last encounter were making a return at this very time.
         Darius nodded. "Yes, them. The Bone Dragon seems to have returned, and he is bringing quite the force with him this time." He told his friend about how he had come across Kanzim being overwhelmed by a skeleton army, and narrowly getting out of there in one piece. 
        Ranier looked very concerned. "Darius, we have no choice but to stop this, for good. We cannot allow it to run rampant and hurt any innocents." Ranier was as serious as Darius had ever seen his friend. 
       "I concur. The three of us is all that stands between it and oblivion." he stated, knowing the task was monumental at best.
         Kanzim spoke up with a concern. "How do we now how to find this 'Bone Dragon'?" he asked aloud. 
         Darius looked to Ranier briefly. "There is a place that is several days from here. It is an old dormant town called Kilvenor. We know he appears there." 
         Ranier shuddered. "I knew you one day we would have to go back there." he mentioned, remembering the time they went there many years back due to a vision that their sorceror friend, Cyrada, had at the time. It turned out to be a life or death situation, taking everything they had to strike down the skeleton army that had almost been their undoing. 
         "Well then." said Kanzim, looking around. "Shall we get going?" he asked of them.
         Darius nodded. "Very well. We shall set off immediately." 
         Ranier nodded. "Yes. Let us be off, and deal with this thing with dispatch. Chandra will be back in a week, and I would very much like to be in my cabin when she arrives." he said, thinking about her. 
         Darius smiled, as his thoughts turned to his family. "I very much would like to be back in the warm embrace of my Arielle, and my son." 
         Kanzim just blinked a couple of times. "I do not have another, so I prefer to be done with this, and continue on with my mission. It has been interrupted by these events." 
        With that, the three men turned and headed off to find the trail that would take them north west, and on their way to the distant, walled town of Kilvenor, and all that awaited them there.


         The high stone walls of the town looked the same as they did in years past, this time with more plant growth around them. Moving towards the entrance, Darius stopped before the large opening where the portcullis used to be, and pondered his previous trip to Kilvenor. Ranier walked up beside him and stared into the open portal into town, also remembering how Darius used his powers to freeze the gate and knock it to pieces to gain entry into the town. Kanzim stopped and pondered both men who in his opinion, were not really accomplishing anything by recalling past events in this place.
         "Shall we venture inside?" he asked, eager to have a look around. 
         Darius snapped out of his memories and looked to his friend. "Yes, we shall. Take the lead if you wish." he said, motioning to the man to forge ahead. 
         Kanzim nodded, with Darius and Ranier falling in behind him as they passed through the gate and headed into the town's interior. Kanzim stopped upon reaching the main buildings, and turned to face his two allies. 
        "How did you go about this the last time you visited?" he queried, curiously. 
        Darius pointed towards the cabins and such to the left. "I believe we circled the cabins, and headed for the town's market near the centre." he replied, as Kanzim started off in that direction carefully.
         "This place still makes me apprehensive." said Ranier, his bow now drawn as he looked back and forth while bringing up the rear. Darius was also looking around, and glanced back at his long time friend. 
         "It's not one of my favourite locations, either." he said, thinking back to their first visit again. Looking ahead once again, he watched as Kanzim came to a halt and reached out to touch one of the structures. 
         "Good construction." Darius looked around at what looked like the marketplace, the empty carts and stands that would normally hold and display goods empty, and alone.
           Ranier suddenly spoke up. "I think we should investigate the cemetary." he suggested. "If we are to find anything again, it would be there." 
           Darius nodded. "Indeed." he said, before heading in that direction, with Ranier in tow, and Kanzim bringing up the rear this time. Neither Darius or Ranier relished the fact that they wouls return to the site where their first encounter and battle with the skeleton troops had occurred, each man's memories of that event not fond ones by any means. Within minutes, they had reached what was left of the small burial grounds, only to find the empty graves and some of the battle scars in the ground from when they last stood here in this spot.
           The gash in the ground that the Bone Dragon had risen from had caved in on itself, and was now a mound of rubble. Darius noted that the piles of dust from the skeletons he had incinerated with his powers had long passed on, with only a couple of small bones in the grass nearby serving as reminders of the chaos that had happened here. "Eerie." said Ranier, still uncomfortable with being here in the cemetary. Just as Kanzim was going to comment, all three men heard something in the distance, as the ground began to tremble slightly. 
         "Not good....." said Ranier, voice trailing off as the tremors turned into a small earthquake. Darius dashed off towards the far end of the walled town, clamoring up on top of the wall by way of an old stone staircase, probably used by the town's guards at some point.
          What he saw startled him. At the top of the long hill that led down to the town's rear was the Bone Dragon, hovering above the hilltop, his eyes glowing a bright red. Hundreds if not thousands of skeleton minions were running down the hill heading for the town, their evil expression as terrifying as ever. 
        "Great Maker!" shouted Darius, as his two compatriotes joined him on the wall. Ranier's mouth fell open, with nothing to say due to his shock at the sight of the mass of bone minions. Kanzim's eyes started to glow green, his facial expression one of hate now, knowing the carnage that was about to occur. Darius drew his sword, preparing himself for the war, all while thinking about his beloved and their son, and whether or not he would see them again. 
         "May the Great Maker have mercy on all of us." he said quietly to his friends, who only nodded, eyes focused on the hill.


          The skeleton minions were relentless, pouring over the wall into the town as if it wasn't anything at all. Hundreds of them kept up their advance, heading to the centre of town where the three compatriotes had taken up a position, making their stand once and for all. 
         "No way out!" mentioned Darius, surveying the encirclement of the skeleton army, now completely surrounding them. He knew their options were few, and their opposition was many, to say the least. Kanzim glanced about and nodded his acknowledgement, eyes glowing green with magic energies. Ranier said nothing, instead aiming his bow with a loaded lightning arrow, knowing his first strike would have to count.
         Darius suddenly broke into a run and charged the skeletons before him, yelling a battle cry as he swung his sword into the fray with all due force. The battle was on, with all three men letting loose with everything they had. Kanzim outsretched his left palm and projected a barrage of magical energy, the bolts lancing out and striking down a score of skeleton troops right from the start. 
         Not giving them a chance to regroup, Ranier shot his lightning arrow into the next group, taking them down with a bright flash of lighting energy. Darius was fighting weapon to weapon on his own, knocking down skeletons with his sword, and taking the skulls off others. The combat was fast and furious, as all three of them were completely engaged, and fighting for their lives now.
         Just as the skeletons struck down started to reassemble and re-organize themselves, a loud screech from overhead pierced through the sounds of the battle, as Darius looked up for a brief moment to see the Bone Dragon hovering well above the carnage, his eyes glowing the brighest shade of red as he sneered, before flapping his wings of bone and heading to a safe distance once again. Turning his attention back to the fight, Darius knew he would have to do more to fight the horde. 
        He sheathed his sword and held both his hands close together in front of him, cupping them slightly. Closing his eyes, he focused on both his powers, and summoned an energy orb. It grew bigger and stronger until Darius' eyes suddenly opened again, both glowing either orange or blue. 
       "Be vanquished!!" he yelled.
        He opened his hands quickly, the orb lancing out and striking the group of skeletons in front of him violently. A wave of fire incinerated a large swath of skeleton minions, before a similar wave of ice encapsullated their dust, as well as taking out many more. Darius smiled and drew his sword, putting his right hand on it and using his powers to turn the blade into a sword of fire, intending to burn the other skeletons into powder.
        Behind him, Kanzim had mowed down a large number of minions himself with his magics, having created bursts of green fire that reduced the evil troops to bone fragments or less. He grinned to himself as he waded into another group of the minions and hacked away with his own sword, all while Ranier shot more lightning arrows into the fray, wiping out scores of the enemy as well.
         It soon became evident to the three heroes that they were actually winning the battle. Skeleton warriors that had been struck down weren't reassembling at all now, and some were even retreating. Kanzim couldn't believe his eyes at the sight, as more and more of the evil minions fell back and retreated away from the carnage. Ranier started to grin at the sight of the withdrawal, taking a run at the last of the stragglers that were still fighting with the trio. Darius hacked a few more to pieces before the rest of them turned and left. 
        "They are heading out of the town!" he exclaimed happily, sheathing his sword and wiping some blood from his brow while there was a respite in the fighting. A loud shriek, louder than anything he had heard before suddenly pierced the area, adding an unstable element to the melee.


          The Bone Dragon hovered on top of it's hill, looking down upon it's own skeletal minions that were now in retreat. The dragon's eyes burned red with an intensity rarely seen by anyone, it's anger about to be unleashed. Without saying a word, the Bone Dragon let loose a fire as white as snow, burning the hillside and all of the skeleton minions and reducing it all to ash in a matter of seconds. Nothing alive or undead survived the surreal blast of energy, the barrage unlike anything before. 
         Fire crackled all over the hill in small pockets, burning out of control. The dragon started to radiate red energy from it's whole skeletal body as it drew closer to the three mortals that opposed it, down within the walls of the old town. Not even ancient stones could stop it's rampage now.
          Darius watched carefully as the dragon drew nearer, not knowing how something tha powerful could be stopped. He tightened his grip on his sword and readied himself for what was to come, no matter how brutal it was. Ranier's mouth hung open in disbelief, not sure what he had just witnessed. 
         "It....it wiped out all of it's own forces!" he said, trying to make sense of it all. Kanzim kept his eyes on the approaching creature, his eyes he for the ages." he said, grinning slightly at the thought of going out in a blaze of glory. 
         "The Order Of Blood will be most pleased." he said, voice trailing off.
          Heat from the hillside fires started to make it's presence felt within the town, along with the wafting smoke. From the twisted spirals of smoke rose the dragon, wings of bone flapping perfectly as if they were made of flesh and blood, now above the spot where the three men had made their stand. It's eyes crackled with red energy as it addressed it's aggressors. 
         "My minions where wholly inadequate, I can see that now." it started, sneering. "No longer will I use others to accomplish that which I should have done myself. After today, you will all be dead, and will perform my bidding. You will help me bring the dead from the ground and use them to rule everything!!" it exclaimed, before laughing a maniacal laugh of which the likes of had never been heard anywhere.
          Darius, Ranier, and Kanzim looked to each other, knowing this was it, the final stand. There was no going back. No surrender, no retreat. The three men just nodded at each other, then turned their attention back to their adversary and prepared to fight, the odds against them. They could not hope to defeat a dragon as powerful as this one, but would not back down, not relent whatsoever. 
          Without warning, a bright green flash enveloped the land, temporarily blinding everyone, and even making the Bone Dragon shut it's eyes for a few moments. When the the brightness had ended, the awesome form of the Green Dragon hovered in front of the Bone Dragon, forcing a standoff in midair. It's eyes glowed red as well, as it snarled at it's counterpart with complete disdain.
           "No," it started, a touch of anger in it's voice. "You will not harm them, or anyone. You shall not be allowed to pass!" it yelled, giving a warning to the evil Bone Dragon. The other dragon laughed almost hysterically. 
          "You yourself cannot hope to defeat me!" it screamed. "I have not forgotten to what you and the others did to me! I will have my revenge!!" it screamed, before letting loose a constant barrage of white hot fire at it's prey. The Green Dragon countered with orange flames from it's own mouth, catching the white flames in a deadlock, holding them back with everything it had. As time passed, the white flame started inching closer and closer, slowly starting to have it's way.
           Darius turned to his friends. "The Green Dragon will need our combined powers to help stop this madness!" he said sternly. "We must do this, and do it fast!" 
          The others just nodded, as Ranier readied Lightning arrows, and Kanzim focused his magics and started created a field of green energy, ready to project it. Darius closed his eyes and focused on the Bone Dragon, sheathing his sword before outstretching his hands and created a super sphere of his combined elemental powers. The orange and blue energies became one, crackling like a stormcloud. He suddenly opened his eyes and looked to the Bone Dragon. 
         "Now!" he yelled, as all three men let loose their attack. The green magics of Kanzim combined with Darius' elemental powers, and were fortified by Ranier's Lighting arrows as they lanced out and struck the evil one with everything they had.
          Just as the Green Dragon was about to succumb, the Bone Dragon was hit by the immense power, and stumbled backwards, violently flapping his skeletal wings, but to no avail. The Green Dragon gave his fire everything he had, and in concert with the barrage by the three men, was enough to slam the Bone Dragon into the hillside, it's bone structure incinerating from the assault. 
          It's eyes flashed that crimson red one last time before it's form turned to ash, finally defeated once and for all. Smouldering burnt ground was all that was left of the Bone Dragon. The crisis now over, the Green Dragon landed in front of the three heroes and lowered it's head out of exhaustion, using everything it had to stalemate it's nemesis before it's human allies turned the tide with their powers.
          Neither of the men said a word as they pondered the tired dragon, instead waiting for it to say something, which it eventually did. 
        "The minions of the Realm Of Doom are no longer of consequence." it started, softly. "Now that the Bone Dragon had finally been vanquished, the dead can no longer rise to spread fear and destruction. The dead may finally rest for all of eternity, and they have you three to thank." he finished, his eyes glowing a bit brighter at the nod to the friends. 
        Darius knelt down to talk to the dragon. "We cannot take any credit. It was you who turned the tide. You who made the difference." he replied in earnest. 
       The Green Dragon grinned as only a dragon could. "Perhaps." it mentioned. "I could not let another living being be felled by that evil, in a town used for the wrong purposes. Let it be known that from this day forward, Kilvenor is off-limits to all. It is a monument to the dead, and should be left alone, forever." 
        The three men nodded their acknowledgement, as Darius rose to his feet. The Green Dragon's head started to rise, as it looked to Ranier, then to Kanzim. 
       "You all fought with courage, and without fear. You were prepared to sacrifice your own lives to conquer the Bone Dragon. The rest of my kind will note this, and on their behalf, I commend you. Always know, that we are here for you, and always will be. Until next time." it said, voice trailing off as it began to flap it's large wings and ascend into the sky, the sun starting to set across the land. 
        A few moments later, the Green Dragon disappeared in a bright flash of green light, the old town of Kilvenor quiet once again, still smouldering in some parts from the battle, the three heroes looking to the sky in awe and wonder.


         The fire crackled unexpectedly as one of the logs tipped sideways, helping ignite some of the smaller kindling around it. Smoke billowed into the night sky from the fire pit as all three friends sat on their bedrolls and prepared to nod off for the evening, their rest well deserved as well as needed at this point. 
        "I must say, I'm not sad to see those skeletal warriors meet their maker, no matter my love of combat." said Kanzim, happy at the way things turned out. He was free to continue on his quests for the Order Of Blood, but had decided to take some time away from his mission and return to Naserria with Darius and take it easy for a little while. Ranier laughed suddenly from the other side of the fire pit.
         "My friend, I believe you are more in your element when up to your neck in trouble!" he chuckled, putting away his quiver as he spoke. 
         Kanzim grinned finally, then managed a chuckle. "Perhaps. But those 'minions' were like nothing I had ever come up against before. They were more relentless than any adversary I had ever fought to that point." 
         Ranier chuckled again. "Does that include the battle with Darius and I when we first encountered you?" he said, laughing. 
         Kanzim shook his head, but kept his grin. "You sir, are a lunatic at times. Darius must be very a patient friend of yours." he said wryly. 
         Ranier smiled, and turned to Darius. "Tell him old friend, tell him how many times we--" he cut himself off at the sight of his best friend having already falling sideways on his bedroll and was asleep.
         "Well then." said Ranier quietly. "I believe we should follow suit." he mentioned, laying down on his bedroll and getting comfortable. Kanzim nodded and did the same, as the fire continued to crackle and burn next to them. With minutes, they too had fallen into a deep sleep. They had lost some blood on this day, but not their lives. Their bond had become stronger, their resolve almost impenetrable. There was nothing they could not do, and nowhere they could not go. Smoke spiralled upwards into the night sky, the stars shining down from above, as did the moon. All was right in the universe, for one day at least.



                                                            THE END



                                                        
                                                        

